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The Phylogenomics era
Important goal: build the species tree.
SPECIES 1 ADNGene 1 ADNGene 2 ADNGene 3
SPECIES 2 ADNGene 2 ADNGene 3
SPECIES 3 ADNGene 1 ADNGene 3
SPECIES 4 ADNGene 1
SPECIES 5 ADNGene 1 ADNGene 2 ADNGene 3
New challenges:
Use the maximum of available data.
Account for gene rate heterogeneity.
Deal with conflicts in gene trees topologies.
...
ERaBLE (Evolutionary Rates and Branch Lengths estimation).



































































Supertree Distance-basedBased on concatenated
alignment



































































Supertree Distance-basedBased on concatenated
alignment
Branch lengths:
yes but computationally heavy usually no yes
Tree distances
Every tree with branch lengths can be represented with a vector of tree distances by
























Every vector of tree distances is the product of the topological matrix of T by the branch
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A distance-based method : the weighted least square method (WLS)


































A distance-based method : the weighted least square method (WLS)
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New methode ERaBLE: Evolutionnary Rates and Branch Length Estimation
Hypothesis: Any gene Gk induces approximately the same tree up to a scale
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New methode ERaBLE: Evolutionnary Rates and Branch Length Estimation
Input data: m distance vectors δ1, . . . , δm where δk = (δ(k)ij ) is defined on the
taxa set Lk .





the branch lengths bˆ1, . . . , bˆ2n−3 of T ,
the scale factors αˆ1, . . . , αˆm of the m genes,
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Resolution of the optimization problem
The minimization problem can be solved with the method of Lagrange multipliers and leads
to the linear system in O(n +m) equations and unknowns:
1

δt1W1δ1 0 · · · 0
0 δt2W2δ2
...
... . . .
...
0 · · · · · · δtmWmδm
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Filling the matrix and standard system solving in O((n +m)3 +mn4)
Solving in O(n3 +mn2) with our algorithms:
Filling the matrix in O(mn2) instead of O(mn4)
Block-solving system in O(n3) instead of O(n +m)3
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Filling the matrix and standard system solving in O((n +m)3 +mn4)
Solving in O(n3 +mn2) with our algorithms:
Filling the matrix in O(mn2) instead of O(mn4)
Block-solving system in O(n3) instead of O(n +m)3
Complexity: ERaBLE O(n3 +mn2) vs. WLS O(n3)


Results on the OrthoMaM dataset [Douzery et al. 2014]
input data: m=6953 nucleotide exon alignments over n=4 to 40 mammals.
input topology: the topology of the 40 mammals present in OrthoMaM:

Conclusion
ERaBLE gives branch lengths to phylogenomic trees (e.g. estimated with supertree
methods).
ERaBLE is relatively accurate in the estimations of branch lengths and of gene rates.
ERaBLE is fast with a complexity in O(n3 +mn2) (linear in m).
Thank you for your attention.
Any questions?
Fundings:
